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C4CF IMPACT
YOUTH

>2000

>2000 young people involved in the #c4cf
initiative frim both sides of the border

STAKEHOLDERS

>54

partners, organizations and individuals
involved in the initiative

DECISION-MAKERS
involvement of governmental institutions and
public entities in the initiative

>50.000

>41
BROAD AUDIENCE

that has been engaged by communication
strategy of the initiative from both countries

PUBLISHED DOCUMENTS
this includes declarations, researches, analysis that focus
on the youth from both countries and their cooperation
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INTERVIEW WITH HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT

July
was
the
time
when
a
Young
Ambassador met the students feelings
about #experiencingcooperation!
Hristina Stefanovska had an interview with
Ivan Jovanovski, who is a student from
Primary school Dame Gruev- Bitola.
Ivan was a participant in an Erasmus
project named “S.A.V.E”. and he is sharing
with us his thoughts on it:

The reason why the project is held in
Lesvos is because Lesvos is famous for
its UNESCO geopark, which is part of the
Geoparks Network that brings visitors
to an ancient forest preserved by a
massive volcanic eruption 20 million
years ago. Lesvos has also many ecofarms and solutions around the island
to protect the environment.

If you want to share your story on
#experiencingcooperation, we encourage
you to find one of our Young Ambassadors
and share it with them.

EXPERIENCING COOPERATION
JULY, 2022
INTERACTVE Q/A
SESSION

July was also the month in which we had an interactive Q/A session with our Young
Ambassador - Bojana Vaskov! She was born and raised in Skopje where she finished
her education until high school, after which she moved to Thessaloniki to get her BSc
in psychology. Now, she is currently doing her MA in Clinical Neuropsychology in
Thessaloniki, Greece.

Because of her experience, we
have decided to ask Bojana a
few questions about it.
We hope this session motivates
you to #experiencecooperation
on a greater level and then
share your story with us.

You
can
check
the
whole
interview on our Social Media:
@Cooperation4CommonFuture
@cooperation_4_common_future
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
CULTURAL BILATERAL YOUTH EXCHANGE
"UNIQUE OPPORTUNITIES FOR EXPERIENCING COOPERATION"
August is reserved for the first bilateral youth exchange within the #c4cf initiative.
We are more then happy to announce that we will be gathering 25 young people from
North Macedonia and Greece to join our cultural exchange in Valandovo, North
Macedonia - the city of the Info Point "Paperclip" where a lot of activities took place in
the past two years. The exchange will happen from 29.08-04.09.2022 and it will serve
as an opportunity to enhance the cooperation on a new, cultural level.
The program is consisted of many fun, bilateral, cultural and interactive activities such
as: "Treasure hunt", "The secrets of my land" (building cultural connections through
Geography and yourism), "Let`s get loud and creative" (using art as tool for cultural
exchange), "Hips don`t lie" (cultural exchange on the spotlight through music and
dancing), and many many more that will open even greater opportunities for the
participants to #experiencecooperation on many new levels.

YOUTH FESTIVAL "EXPERIENCING COOPERATION"
Last year in September, we had our first Outdoor Youth Festival and since it was
spoken about as one of the best #c4cf activities, YAK and SEE in Action, with all our
partners and sponsors are inviting you to the Youth Festival “Experiencing
Cooperation”, for the second year in a row, in order to create a tradition of youth
cooperation between North Macedonia and Greece.
This will be done through many activities throughout the day, like a comic book
workshop, street food festival and finally a musical performance by two DJs and two
bands representing the neighborly cooperation. There is no mistake that it will be a
day with a lot of fun and cooperation!
We invite you
participation.
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